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Abstract: Literature review shows that, to date, no local based method has been developed for evaluation of optimal wall constructions in a hot and humid climate from architects’ point of view. Hence, this study aims at developing a multi factor optimization model (MFOM) for comparative selection of opaque wall construction in a hot and humid climate based on four main evaluation criterion namely energy efficiency, thermal comfort, moisture control, and cost efficiency. In order to indicate the application of the MFOM, a case study methodology was employed in Kish Island, Iran, which is characterized by a hot and humid climate. Both qualitative and quantitative research methods were employed in the research process including literature and field survey, computer simulation, thermal, moisture and economic analysis finalized with a simple multi attribute rating technique (SMART) grading the outputs for final assessment. According to the results, it can be deducted that the application of the MFOM has the potential to save cost and energy, improve the thermal quality of the indoor environment while predicting the possible construction hazards posed by condensation in hot and humid climates.
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1. Introduction

Buildings, as one of the major consumers of the energy, account for around 40% of the primary global energy [1] and diffuse one-third of the CO₂ emission throughout the world [2]. In this regard, implementing energy-efficient technologies are pivotal to reduce building energy consumption, particularly in regions with a severe climatic condition. Besides energy efficiency, another point that should be taken into account is providing thermal comfort for the building users. It is always believed that if the building uses a significant amount of energy, then it is optimal in terms of the thermal comfort whilst this is no guarantee of this claim. Therefore, the question arises as to which factors affect both energy optimization and thermal comfort in buildings? According to Cena and de Deer [3] the main factors in this connection are passive building design, mechanical design as well as user behavior. Apart from the role of users and mechanical designers, which are beyond this research objectives, the architect’s decisions in selection of broad and local based construction techniques and materials in hot and humid climate are among the most important factors that this study strives to deal with. Previous studies have proven that the optimal selection of building envelope can be significant in saving energy and optimizing it [4–6]. It also has proven that a considerable quantity of heat conduction in buildings is carried out through the external walls [7–11]. As an important component of the building, external walls play a significant role in conserving energy and maintaining thermal comfort for buildings’ occupants. Therefore, it seems that the strategic decisions for selecting the optimal wall constructions have wider effects on the actual performance of the building than the proposed analysis of energy in detail. It is worth mentioning that the amount of heat conduction...
through external walls is highly dependent on the incorporation and level of thermal insulation as well as the mass materials. Besides energy efficiency and thermal comfort, construction durability is another important factor that can be affected by the moisture penetration and condensation in hot and humid climate. The occurrence of condensation in a building not only threatens the construction durability, but it also increases the energy consumption and poses thermal discomfort, decreases the indoor air quality and affects the user’s health and well-being [12]. Therefore, building thermal analysis should consider both heat and moisture behavior at early stage of the design. It should be added that the levels of thermal insulation and the use of impermeable cladding materials also escalates condensation rate for external walls both internally and externally. In addition to energy efficiency, thermal comfort and construction durability, cost efficiency is another criterion expected to be provided by a building. In addition to the economy of energy, the life-cycle cost (LCC) is another economic criterion that should be taken into account in evaluating the walls performance. It is clear that the LCC represents the ratio of the initial cost of each wall to the life span that it is expected to be. Thus, the walls that preserve energy more would take less time and vice versa. This period is called time of amortization which is one of the key indicators in cost efficiency analysis. In view of walls LLC, it is important to consider the local materials and construction techniques in amortization calculations since the use of imported systems and materials can have a negative impact on the economic feasibility of the construction project. Moreover, with the emphasis on the use of the local construction techniques and materials, it can be assumed with confidence that the building is more consistent with climatic conditions. To this end, it was tried to make an effort on strategies and evaluation criterion that should be considered when selecting and evaluating the optimal wall constructions in a hot and humid climate. Reviewing the previous research works over external wall design in hot and humid climates shows that many methods use the passive design strategies and passive measures on thermal comfort and energy conservation, as Yao et al. [13] have highlighted in their research work. However, most of previous works addressed the subject from material and construction technique perspectives for energy conserving objectives. For instance, Saffari et al. [14] and Pisello et al. [15] found the incorporation of phase change materials (PCMs) and smart nano-composite in building external walls useful to provide passive cooling and reduce the amount of energy used for mechanical system. Wu et al. [16] investigated 14 different types of concrete blocks in a hot summer region of China and found them optimal for building envelope as energy efficient mass materials. Further, Radhi [17] proposed using autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) blocks as an environmental friendly material and masonry construction technique for building external walls, which is able to isolate the building against excessive heat gain in overheated periods without the need for insulation materials. Abanto et al. [18] examined the thermal properties of adobe as a heavyweight material and traditional strategy of wall design in a hot and humid climate due to its high thermal conductivity and heat capacity. Sambu et al. [19] reported the energy efficiency potential of the multi-layered walls from the perspective of construction techniques and discussed how thickness of the walls layers improve their thermal capacity. Stazi et al. [20] examined a cavity wall construction (filled with a 5cm air gap) in a hot and humid climate for energy efficiency and reported that the results were satisfactorily. Hens et al. [21] underlined the role of insulating materials to be filled into the cavity walls as a sustainable approach in humid climates for energy conservation in general and moisture control in particular. Moreover, Ozel [22], Ozel et al. [23], Pekdogan et al. [24], Asan [25], and Bond et al. [26] defined proper position, thickness, and distribution for insulation layer based on the cost and energy efficiency perspectives. Further, Hansen et al. [27], and Halwa et al. [28] emphasized the role of insulating building external walls as an effective passive strategy for saving energy in buildings in hot and humid climates. As it was stated by Aditya et al. [29] thermal insulation is an efficient technology for providing thermal comfort and energy savings in buildings by proper installation at different location of building external surfaces, and using energy efficient materials leads to control of heat exchange and reduction of energy costs in the building. To summarize, factors such as energy efficient and heat capacitive materials coupled with optimal construction techniques including the isolation of wall layers and their optimum
thickness and configuration are the most important passive strategies used to optimize the building walls in hot and humid climate. In addition to passive strategies in general and energy efficiency in particular, the economic analysis and the LCC of external wall constructions were addressed by Hasan [30], Koyankli [31], Bollatturk [32], Dylewski et al. [33], Ozel et al. [34], and Nyers et al. [35], highlighting the significance of implementing optimum thickness and distribution of insulation layer for cost efficiency. Moreover, a number of studies have been conducted over moisture content and condensation of external wall construction [36–42] investigating the hygrothermal performance of solid, multi-layered and cavity wall constructions in different regimes and underlining the relationship between temperature and condensation occurrence. To summarize, reviewing the previous research works show that almost all of the stated studies have investigated the subject based on a single evaluation criteria, most of which have concentrated on the energy efficiency subjects. Accordingly, this study aims at developing a local-based comparative model for selection of opaque wall construction in hot and humid climate based on four main evaluation criteria, namely: energy efficiency, thermal comfort, moisture control, and cost efficiency. We believe that the necessity and inclusion of the four mentioned evaluation criterion can help to make better decisions for selection of the external walls in a hot and humid climate since none of the similar or related research works have presented a model for selection of an optimal wall construction. Moreover, with the emphasis on the necessity of life cycle cost (LCC) and economic analysis of any selected wall constructions, the present study developed a formula to assess amortization time period having more précised and accurate decision-making process. In view of that, the foremost questions that this study strives to deal with are:

1. What evaluation criterion and methods of assessment should be incorporated in a model for selection of the optimal wall constructions in hot and humid climate?
2. What systematic approach and methodology should architects follow for employing suitable wall constructions in hot and humid climate?
3. How local construction techniques and materials influence selecting optimal wall constructions for maximum efficiency?

2. Evaluation Criterion Methods of Assessment

2.1. Energy Efficiency

By emergence of the energy codes and measurements, the energy performance of building directive (EPBD) 2010/31/EU aims at improving buildings energy performance, providing the sector with more efficient and accurate strategies. The European Committee For Standardization, the EN ISO 13790 standard [43], suggests using dynamic thermal simulation for building energy estimation to reduce the heat gains and heat loss in different periods of the year by applying a three dimensional model of a building and the context weather data. The key inputs of thermal calculations, the utilization factors depend on the ratio between the heat gains and heat losses, which are conventionally assessed through analytical expressions. Moreover, based on the EN ISO 13790 standard, it is suggested using computer programs in each phase of the dynamic thermal simulations for building energy estimation. Recent studies have made some efforts in calibrating the EN ISO 13790 policies to adopt or improve the methods based on the climatic condition since the characteristics of the climatic and its factors have direct impact on the variable and application of the simulation programs and results accuracy.

2.2. Thermal Comfort

The major thermal comfort indicators are the predicted mean voted (PMV) and predicted percentage of dissatisfied (PPD); they have been introduced by Fanger and suggested by ASHRAE standard 55 [44] and the ISO 7730 [45]. The heat exchange between human body and the environment is calculated through the PMV index; it is also used for response prediction. Air temperature, relative humidity, air velocity and mean radiant temperature are the objective factors for the inputs of the
PMV and thermal insulation of the clothing and activity level of human body are the subjective factors. Thermal sensation scale interval for both ASHRAE standard 55 and ISO standard 7730 were +0.5 and -0.5 respectively. At least, 80% of the individuals would be satisfied with the thermal comfort and 20% would be displeased [46].

2.3. Moisture Control

There are several methods for predicting the risk of condensation in external surfaces of the building such as dew point and Kiper methods [47]. However, most of computer programs use Glaser diagram based on the ISO 13788 standard [48] for condensation analysis. Based on this method, the condensed water should not exceed 1.0 kg/m², beyond which damage may occur in the form of yellowish, green or black spots separation on the interior surface of the building or more severely on exterior surfaces. Accordingly, the following variables should be taken into consideration for investigating the risk of condensation via Glaser diagram: maximum and minimum external and internal air temperatures, maximum mean monthly humidity, relative humidity, external and internal surface temperatures, condensation period (i.e., under-heated and/or overheated periods).

2.4. Cost Efficiency

As it was shortly explained in the introduction, one of the most applicable methods for calculating the building LCC is amortization period. The amortization period of a wall in a hot and humid climatic condition will be considered based on the wall with most cooling energy consumption (i.e., based on context climatic condition, and the heating energy consumption is not considerable). Using the convective heat transfer equations, the heat gain and loss from both sides of the walls are calculated to find the energy load, because of yearly HVAC consumption and the cost per 1 m² area of the walls. Thus, the walls that preserve energy more would take less time and vice versa. This period is called the time of amortization [49], which is one of the key indicators in cost efficiency analysis. Accordingly, the key factors to evaluate the costs respectively are: Initial wall cost, annual HVAC energy cost, rate of interest, inflation, and the maintenance cost all influence the amortization period. Based on the stated parameters and their relationships, an equation was developed obtaining the cost coefficient of each wall construction as follow:

\[ F = \frac{C}{B} \]  

where \((F)\) is the cost coefficient of each wall construction; \((C)\) is the cost difference between any walls compared to the cheapest wall; \((B)\) is the total annual saving of any wall compared to the most expensive wall. The obtained values should be used for the following equation calculating the amortization period as follow:

\[ y = \frac{\log[1 - F\left(\frac{i+f}{1+i+r}\right)]}{\log(1+i+r)} \]  

where \((y)\) is amortization time of each wall; \((F)\) is the value coefficient as explained above; \((i)\) is yearly interest rate; \((f)\) is inflation rate and \((r)\) is the maintenance cost. It is worth mentioning that in most hot and humid regions with shorter buildings lifespan, the amortization period considers less than 10 years.

2.5. Multi-Criteria Evaluation

One of the aims of decision support methods is to assist the decision makers in obtaining the appropriate alternative with the desired criteria. One of the methods that could apply for the decision makers having variable evaluation criterion is Simple Multi Attribute Rating Technique (SMART). It is a multi-criteria evaluation, decision support method, developed by Edward and Barron in 1994 [50]. The method was proposed based on the theory that each alternative consists of some criteria that have values and each criterion has weights that describe its quality compared to other criteria.
This weighting is used to assess the alternatives to obtain the best choice, grading them based on their performance rate. Accordingly, in grading process, the highest grade obtains by the alternative with highest performance and the grading will be followed by the alternatives with lower quality based on the evaluation criterion limits.

3. Methodology

A multi-factor optimization model (MFOM) for comparative selection of opaque wall construction in hot and humid climates was developed based on four main evaluation criterion, namely: energy efficiency, thermal comfort, moisture control, and cost efficiency. In view of that, dynamic thermal simulation was employed to calculate hourly data for energy consumption as well as thermal comfort assessments (i.e., PMV and discomfort hours) while a Glaser diagram for condensation analysis was considered using Design Builder as the main simulation tool. Design Builder software is used for building modeling from a variety of aspects, such as building physics and materials, cooling and heating systems, lighting systems, and hot water. It also has the ability to calculate the amount of daylight and even CFD modeling. Design Builder uses energy plus engine for delivering the outputs and is designed for three types of users including the energy assessors, architects, and engineers. The software was developed by the US Department of Energy, and is one of the most accurate software available. It calculates comfort condition for building occupants based on the most reliable comfort standards such as ASHRAE 55 [44] and ISO 7730 [45]. In addition to computer simulation, a formula was developed to calculate amortization time period for cost efficiency. Based on the results of a computer simulation and cost efficiency, the MFOM evaluates the performance of the walls and determines the most suitable cases using a simple multi attribute rating technique (SMART) grading the walls for the final assessment. In order to indicate the application of the MFOM in an actual condition, a case study methodology was employed in Kish Island, which is characterized by a hot and humid climate. The workflow diagram and its application in the case study is shown in Figure 1. To select the wall cases for simulation, the research methodology followed two approaches. The first one is selecting the walls based on the most frequently used cases in the context. In the second approach, by relying on the outcomes of the previous studies, broadly used construction techniques and materials, which were reported as efficient, are selected for the following phase. As a result, the combination of the outcomes of the first and second approaches forms the cases that supposed to be simulated. After energy, comfort, moisture, and economic analysis, a simple multi attribute rating technique (SMART) is applied, grading the walls based on their performances for the final assessment. The presented methodology can be considered as an appropriate approach selecting external walls by architects and/or constructors due to its systematic and step-by-step approach. As seen in the flow work (Figure 1) the phases are sequential and oriented systematically in a way that the data initiates and proceeds precisely in accordance with the evaluation criterion. Further, using a case study, the effectiveness of the MFOM examines and evaluates for the final assessment and decision-making process.
3.1. Context Climate Analysis

Kish Island is one of the Persian Gulf islands in Hormozgan Province, Southern Iran, characterized by a hot and humid climate having a longitude 53°58’ East and latitude 26°32′ North. The 10-year average temperature of Kish Island is 26.6°C with 145 mm rainfall when in most days of year the temperature does not exceed 35°C. In July and August, air temperatures usually reach the highest levels and in January and February, it will remain at a minimum, which will provide the island with the most desirable weather conditions. From October through April, the weather is mild and ambient air temperature varies between 18°C and 25°C [51]. Climatic studies in Kish Island show that overheated periods decrease from the beginning of the October, and until April, a very pleasant weather is available. Since then, the heat is increasing and by the end of the summer (August in particular), it gradually reaches the highest level, which needs 24-hour cooling in the buildings. Using climate consultant (V.6) software [52], a comprehensive weather analysis was carried out using the “epw” file of the context, generated based on the latitude and longitude of Kish Island and arranged through metronome (V.7) software. The outputs of the climatic analysis containing Kish psychometric chart are shown in Figure 2. All weather and comfort analysis reports are based on the thermal comfort indices of ASHRAE standard 55 and current handbook of fundamental mode. It is worth mentioning that by following the colors of the polygons in psychometric chart and match with that of the legend, the active and passive design strategies for the context can be determined. Additionally, based on Costanzo and Donn [53] approach for climate analysis, Table 1 has been adopted taking into account the annual averages of context climate characteristics including dry bulb temperature, relative humidity, global horizontal radiation, and wind speed, obtained from “epw” file (via climate consultant software).
18% of the year-round is between 0 to 21 °C (Figure 4) shows that, the northwest wind, at speeds of over 8 m/s with temperatures of 21 °C and humidity of 30% to 70%, are considered the dominant and pleasant winds in the Island. Hence, in a year that dropped into the comfort zone without any need of mechanical heating or cooling even a few hours. In December, the comfort condition reaches the maximum when only early in the morning is between 21 °C to 27 °C. The critical condition is observed for 9% of the year-round when in July and August the temperature exceeds 38 °C in day time. Moreover, the wind rose chart of Kish Island (Figure 4) shows that, the northwest wind, at speeds of over 8 m/s with temperatures of 21 °C to 27 °C and humidity of 30% to 70%, are considered the dominant and pleasant winds in the Island. Hence, based on the psychometric chart of Kish Island besides climatic analysis, the passive and active design strategies that should be taken into consideration are shown in Table 2.

Figure 2. Kish psychrometric chart (source: climate consultant software).

Table 1. Kish Island climate characteristics annual averages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dry Bulb Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Relative Humidity (%)</th>
<th>Global Horizontal Radiation (Wh/sq.m)</th>
<th>Wind Speed (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>434.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. Climate calendar of Kish Island (source: climate consultant software).

Figure 4. Wind rose diagram of Kish Island (source: climate consultant software).

Table 2. Comfort strategies for Kish Island based on climate calendar and psychometric chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Months</th>
<th>Shading</th>
<th>Natural Ventilation</th>
<th>Air Conditioning Heating</th>
<th>Cooling</th>
<th>Dehumidification</th>
<th>Thermal Mass</th>
<th>Solar Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan.</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>(12 a.m.–4 p.m.)</td>
<td>(7–10 a.m.)</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb.</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>(11 a.m.–5 p.m.)</td>
<td>(7–11 a.m.)</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar.</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>(6–11 a.m., 7 p.m.–1 a.m.)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>E.N.V.P. *</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr.</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>(10 p.m.–10 a.m.)</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>E.N.V.P. *</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun.</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul.</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug.</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep.</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct.</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov.</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>(7 p.m.–3 a.m., 9–11 a.m.)</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>E.N.V.P. *</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>(12 a.m.–7 p.m.)</td>
<td>(7–9 a.m.)</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* E.N.V.P. Excluding Natural Ventilation Periods.
3.2. Field Survey

A field survey was conducted from September 2017 to February 2018, identifying the construction techniques and materials used in buildings external walls of Kish Island, Iran. Based on the observations, in most of building projects lightweight and masonry materials such as different types of brick (i.e., hollowed and lightweight) coupled with the cement blocks (i.e., pumice; and the lightweight types) were used. Moreover, building construction techniques are limited to concrete structures due to the climatic factors (i.e., excessive heat gain and moisture diffusion in all seasons). For selection of wall constructions, local market is more concentrated on lightweight concrete blocks with no insulation strategy. Three main types of residential buildings along with their construction details are selected as representatives of Kish Island constructions, presented in Table 3. Following the field survey, the residential buildings in Kish Island generally were categorized in three main types in terms of the height level namely villa, apartment and the towers. The height level and construction considerations for each category are presented in Tables 4 and 5. Considering the implementation of construction techniques and the used materials in wall constructions of all three categories shows that the difference of materials and construction technique implementation is not significant and all three categories use approximately the same construction detail.

Table 3. Construction techniques and materials used in Kish Island.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Sample</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Structure Thickness</th>
<th>Wall Construction</th>
<th>Wall Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apartment</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>25 cm</td>
<td>Masonry</td>
<td>Hollowed brick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>20 cm</td>
<td>Lightweight</td>
<td>Pumic block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villa</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>25 cm</td>
<td>Masonry</td>
<td>Concrete block</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Building typology in Kish Island.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Category</th>
<th>Occupancy Hours</th>
<th>Height Level (HL) (Storey)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Villa</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1 &gt; HL &lt; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartment</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3 &gt; HL &lt; 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7 &gt; HL &lt; 21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. The case study components’ thermo-physical properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components’ U-Value (W/m² K)</th>
<th>Ceiling</th>
<th>Walls</th>
<th>Floor</th>
<th>Door</th>
<th>Window Glazing</th>
<th>Window Frame</th>
<th>Window Shading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Localization

In many developed and developing countries, construction sector has already initiated and established sustainable standards in order to improve the thermal performance of buildings via compliance to building codes. In Iran, the Ministry of Housing and Urbanism devised Code No.19 in 1991 [54], which proposed a series of guidelines to improve the energy performance of the buildings either as mandatory or system performance method. In 2001, the code was totally revised in order to improve the methods and consideration. Based on the latest issue of code 19, external walls considerations should be as follow:

- Provide guidance for facilitating and matching the calculation method of the thermal insulation of the building envelope in accordance with the necessities;
- Adding technical data and numerical values needed to calculate the types of thermal bridges in the building external walls;
- Completion of the thermal data related to the materials and products used in the current construction of the country, as well as new products such as multilayered walls, passive wall systems, energy efficient coatings and, etc., to improve the thermal performance of the external walls of the buildings;

However, due to some deficiencies, the code remains inefficient and the stated points above are not taken into an account. Further, the guidelines are still far from broadly used codes such as LEED, BREEAM, CABSEE, GBCA, German regulation, etc. and needs to be improved. In this research, the foremost obstacles that code 19 faces with all revision efforts are:

- Lack of high level aims and objectives, addressing the characteristics of Iranian buildings;
- Non-separation of rules for buildings in different climatic condition of the country;
- Failure to implement thermal comfort strategies and lack of consideration on user comfort condition.

In accordance with the field surveying conducted in Kish Island (Table 3), although this region categorized by a severe climatic condition (i.e., hot and humid), almost none of the construction projects use thermal insulation and above stated strategies for energy efficiency and improving thermal quality of the indoor environments. Therefore, in this section, regarding the most commonly used wall constructions in the context (Figure 5), new alternatives are introduced because of localization process based on the outcomes of previous studies. It should be noted that localizing the suggested strategies through the literature should be based on the context construction limits including: prevalent materials and their thermo-physical properties as well as the allowable thickness of the wall constructions (i.e., thickness <25 cm). The numbers of localized wall cases and their thermal properties are presented in Figure 6 and Tables 6 and 7, respectively.
3.4.1. Inputs Setting

Based on the outcomes of the climate analysis, defining the active and passive design strategies for buildings; buildings; buildings;

The "epw" file of Kish Island was generated via Meteonorm software [56] as the initial input using altitude and longitude of the context. The simulation inputs and their measures will be taken in accordance with the outcomes of literature survey.

Table 6. Thermal properties of walls opaque materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Conductivity (W/mK)</th>
<th>Specific Heat (kJ/kg K)</th>
<th>Vapour Diffusion (Factor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Gypsum</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Brick</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Cement Plaster</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Concrete Block</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1071</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Pumice Block</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Extruded</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polystyrene</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>1088</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Thermal Properties of the Air Gap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Width (m)</th>
<th>Convection Coefficient (W/m²°C)</th>
<th>Vapour Diffusion (Factor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8. Horizontal Flow Air</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Simulation Process

Dynamic thermal simulation was carried out using Design Builder (V.5.0) [55] as the main research tools. The "epw" file of Kish Island was generated via Meteonorm software (V.7.1) [56] as the initial input using altitude and longitude of the context. The simulation inputs and their measures will be defined and set in the following section.

3.4.1. Inputs Setting

The modeling process of the case study was executed via 3D modeler of Design Builder software. Based on the outcomes of the climate analysis, defining the active and passive design strategies for...
improving the indoor thermal quality was done based on the outcomes of Table 2, occupancy patterns based on Table 3 and thermal properties of the selected walls materials based on Tables 6 and 7 as the primary input setting of simulation process. With regard to the internal sources of the simulated model, three people were assumed as the flat occupants with activity level of (120 W/person) and the sensible heat gain of (0.5) as well as the work efficiency of (0.0) which means all produced energy by occupants body converted into the heat. As a plant, a split-system air conditioner was considered for heating, cooling and dehumidification. The heating and cooling set-point temperatures were fixed at 21 °C and 25 °C respectively as the common comfort temperatures for thermostat setting in the context, confirmed by the psychometric chart values. Accordingly, the ventilation set-point was fixed on 24 in the periods when natural ventilation is possible while infiltration rate was assumed to be 0.5 ACH. It should be noted that thermal comfort setting values were fixed in accordance with Design Builder default values which all are based on ASHRAE 55 handbook of fundamentals [44] EN 7730, ergonomics of the thermal environment [45] as well as indoor environmental input parameters for design and assessment of energy performance of buildings addressing indoor air quality [46], defined for residential buildings, as follow: metabolic rate: 1.2 met, external work: 0 W/m², relative humidity: 50%, air velocity: 0 m/s. Further, the maximum and minimum clothing values for overheated and under-heated periods were assigned to the hottest and coldest months of the year (July and January, respectively), and for the remaining ten months, the clothing values were assumed to vary from 0.5 clo to 0.8 clo depending on the outdoor temperature. As the last point, the energy requirement of the simulated model was assumed equal to the amount of energy consumed by the HVAC system excluded from the auxiliary energy use.

3.4.2. Results Validation

In order to validate the simulation outputs, the results were compared to a weather data file prepared through the local weather station based in Kish Island airport as well as a short time weather monitoring file recorded by the authors from March 3 to March 10, 2018 through an automatic temperature and humidity data logger (i.e., Benetech; GM 1365) hanged on the central wall of the case study living room (Figure 7). The short time weather data file is necessary for simulation results validation to indicate the difference between the actual indoor weather condition and the indoor weather condition taken from software outputs (the “epw” weather file, which may give error to some extent). The results for this comparison is presented in Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 7. Data logger location on the case study’s central wall.
3.4.3. Case Study Selection

Surveying the context, a two bedrooms 63 m² flat in an apartment located in the center of the island was selected as the case study (Figure 10; marked with blue) to be simulated for wall evaluations. One of the most important reason why this flat was selected is that two of its dimensions are facing the outside and climatic factors so that this gives more critical condition compared to flats with three adiabatic walls. In addition, since the towers and villas have more window to wall ratio (WWR), it was preferred to simulate a flat with the least WWR for a sensible result. The thermos-physical properties of the case study components are presented in Table 5.

![Figure 8. The comparison of data logger air temperature with Design Builder model.](image1)

![Figure 9. The comparison of local weather station air temperature with “epw” File.](image2)

![Figure 10. Case study exterior view (a); Case study architectural plan (b).](image3)
As it is shown in Figures 8 and 9, the average difference between data logger outputs and Design Builder simulated outputs for indoor air temperature and relative humidity is about 2 °C and 18% respectively. In addition, when the results were compared to the local weather station and “epw” files (shown in Figure 9), the average difference was about 2.2 °C for indoor air temperature. A more detailed results validation is shown in Table 8, indicating the error percentage of data logger outputs and simulated outputs varies from 5.1% to 13.3%, which confirms that the results of the simulation are reliable. The error percentage is obtained from following relationship, developed by Mohammadi et al. [57]

\[
\text{Error} = \frac{(\text{Data Logger outputs} - \text{Simulated outputs})}{\text{Data Logger outputs}} \times 100.
\]

### Table 8. The Average of the Data Logger and Simulated Indoor Temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>3 Mar</th>
<th>4 Mar</th>
<th>5 Mar</th>
<th>6 Mar</th>
<th>7 Mar</th>
<th>8 Mar</th>
<th>9 Mar</th>
<th>10 Mar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Logger (°C)</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated (°C)</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error (%)</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Final Assessment

4.1. Results

The dynamic thermal simulation results for wall constructions 1–3 (Figure 5) and 4–7 (Figure 6) in terms of annual HVAC energy consumption are demonstrated in Figures 11 and 12, divided by the floor area, as well as for the PMV values demonstrated in Figures 13 and 14. Further, the discomfort hours for the entire walls of 1–7 are shown in Figure 15 comparing the values for walls of the most frequently used with the localized cases. Based on the results in terms of heating energy consumption (Figure 11), wall 2 showed a greater performance compared to that of the walls 4, 6, 7, 1, 3, and 5, respectively. Additionally, based on the results for the cooling energy consumption shown in Figure 12, wall 5 showed the best performance followed by the walls 6, 4, 3, 2, and 1 respectively. Hence, in the contrary, wall 2 showed the worst performance among the entire walls with the highest quantity of cooling energy consumption (i.e., 81.0 kWh/m²). In addition to the HVAC energy consumption and according to the dynamic thermal simulation results for the PMV values shown in (Figures 13 and 14), wall 5 provided the most comfort condition. It was followed by the walls 6, 4, 3, 1, and 7 respectively, while wall 2 provided the least comfort condition among the entire wall cases. Moreover, based on the results reporting the discomfort hours (Figure 15), wall 5 obtained the least discomfort hours; this is the opposite for wall 7. In addition to thermal comfort and energy consumption, the steady-state Glaser analysis for the entire wall cases was carried out via Design Builder software. The results indicating that a very little rate of condensation for walls 4 and 5 were observed in the under-heated periods (January and February) listed in Table 9, which is less than the limit (i.e., 1.0 kg/m²) and would be removed in overheated periods. Accordingly, the walls of 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7 with no condensation rate are not listed in Table 9. To finalize the moisture analysis, the entire wall cases are not at the risk for condensation.
Figure 11. Annual heating energy consumption for walls 1–3 (a); and walls 4–7 (b).

Figure 12. Annual cooling energy consumption for walls 1–3 (a); and walls 4–7 (b).

Figure 13. PMV values for walls 1–3.
As the last evaluation criterion and for the purpose of cost efficiency, the amortization period was calculated for walls 1–7 in accordance with the equations 1 and 2. The results are shown in (Figure 16) indicating that wall 1 amortized its LCC in the shortest run (i.e., 5.8 years) followed by walls 1, 6, 4, 3, 7, and 2, from 6.4 years to 8.5, respectively. As a consequence, since the amortization period for walls in the context were assumed to be 10 years (i.e., y < 10), the entire walls amortized their LCC in less than the expected period.

Table 9. Condensation analysis for walls 1–7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wall</th>
<th>Amount of Condensed Water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall 4</td>
<td>(0.24 kg/m$^3$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall 5</td>
<td>(0.18 kg/m$^3$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 14. PMV values for walls 4–7.](image)

![Figure 15. Discomfort hours for walls 1–3 (a); and walls 4–7 (b).](image)
According to the results and due to the number of walls in this study as well as the fact that the entire walls are not at the risk of condensation, this criterion is not considered in the SMART assessment. The numbers of criterion are shown in Table 10 presenting the wall performances and their grades respectively. It is worth mentioning that due to the number of walls in this study, the highest grade that a wall can obtain is 7; the grades followed by the walls with lower quality (i.e., from 6 to 1) based on the remained evaluation criterion listed in the same table.

Table 10. Walls grading based on the SMART.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wall No.</th>
<th>Energy Efficiency</th>
<th>Thermal Comfort</th>
<th>Cost Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>Cooling</td>
<td>PMV Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Discussion

The final assessment and overall grading of the SMART in terms of energy efficiency, thermal comfort and cost efficiency for the simulated wall constructions indicated that wall 5 obtained the highest grade; this is the opposite for wall 7, obtaining the lowest grade. Although wall 5 may have shown a weakened performance in one of the sub evaluation criteria (i.e., heating energy consumption) compared to that of the wall 2, since the MFOM is inherently comparative in which multiple evaluation factors are considered, the result is obtained generally, on aggregate. Based on the findings and in accordance with total grades presented in Table 10, most efficient walls were the ones formed during the localization process (i.e. walls 4–6). Even if the field study is characterized by a severe climate condition (hot and humid), the most commonly used wall constructions do not employ insulation, regardless of the code 19 guidelines. As a matter of the fact, lightweight wall materials in general and cement blocks in particular are recognized as energy efficient materials due to their high thermal resistance [58–60]. However, this is no guarantee for the maximum efficiency since the incorporation of insulation with such materials may have more potential for energy efficiency as well as improving thermal comfort condition as it has been investigated and proved by the results of this
study. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the building codes and combine the guidelines with that of the broad and locally used materials [61] and construction techniques for the maximum efficiency. It is worth mentioning that besides benefiting from insulation potential for energy efficiency [62], generally, employing insulation in wall configuration escalates the risk for condensation [63] due to the physical properties of the insulating materials that are mostly porous (as also seen in the results of this study). Therefore, by using condensation analysis (which is one of the main evaluation criteria of the MFOM), the risk of condensation is predictable and can be dealt with, if the moisture quantity does not exceed the limit (i.e., 1.0 kg/m$^2$). Further, the evaluation of the simulation results for thermal comfort showed that the obtained PMV values by the entire wall constructions are not always within an acceptable range (in January, July and August in particular). This may have been due to a number of reasons in accordance with simulation inputs and case study characteristics such as architectural design, the HVAC system efficiency, the determination of the heating and cooling set point temperatures as well as the PMV subjective parameters. Discussing with more detail, architectural design; building form, and openings configuration have a pivotal role in maintaining thermal comfort, benefiting from proper natural ventilation for buildings in hot and humid climate [64–67]. The lack of building provision with overhang and shading [64] as well as not using light-colored reflective materials in building envelope in order to reject the excessive solar gain in over heated periods [68] are of significant reasons to have discomfort condition within the buildings. Moreover, the HVAC system capacity and the plant function affecting the level of thermal comfort and PMV values while increasing the discomfort hours. Employing a single heating and cooling set point temperature as used in this study and also is the most frequently used method, may poses discomfort condition, while monthly set point temperatures are more preferred and recommended [69]. In addition to the set point temperatures and plant capacity, the level of clothing for building occupants and their external work have a drastic effect on the level of thermal comfort and PMV values [70]. For instance, in regions with defined adaptive comfort behaviors [71], the level of clothing considers less than that of the regions with no adaptive patterns [72]. Hence, the subjective parameters for the PMV calculations should not always consider a constant value; the option that most simulation software included, by default. As a consequence, coming up with such unexpected results (as far as this study came up with), the reasons can be investigated within the stated factors in general and for any case study in particular. Accordingly, the application of the MFOM in each and every case do not lead to the most optimal results without considering the factors discussed above, since thermal comfort (as one of the main evaluation criteria in this model) is in direct connection with user behavior [73–75], building characteristics and construction details [76].

5. Conclusions

The present study was carried out based on three main questions as follow:

1. What evaluation criterion and methods of assessment should be incorporated in a model for selection of the optimal wall constructions in hot and humid climate?
2. What systematic approach and methodology should architects follow for employing suitable wall constructions in hot and humid climate?
3. How local construction techniques and materials influence selecting optimal wall constructions for maximum efficiency?

In view of answering the first question, the parameters affecting wall constructions performance in a hot and humid climate were first identified in introduction section and discussed in detailed. By reviewing the literature, the research gap was identified and the main evaluation criterion to be incorporated in a model for evaluating and selection of the optimal wall constructions in hot and humid climate were defined as: energy efficiency, thermal comfort, moisture control, and cost efficiency. Answering the second question, a step by step methodology (i.e., Section 3) was introduced in order to indicate the phase sequences of theoretical and analytical findings implementation in a
systematic approach. Accordingly, a multi factor optimization model was developed and examined by a case study methodology indicating the developed model phase sequences. Regarding to the third and last question of the study, local construction type, techniques and materials in Kish Island were identified by means of a field survey, presented in Section 3.2 and Tables 4 and 5. Linking the findings with the one and only construction code in Iran (i.e., code 19 [52]), the code deficiencies were highlighted, how most of highlighted guidelines over wall design do not observed and considered in the context constructions. Accordingly, the necessity of employing thermal insulation in wall constructions were highlighted and through a process of localization, the most frequently used wall cases (walls 1–3) were employed thermal insulation as the localized wall cases (walls 4–7). As a result, the combination of local construction techniques and materials with code 19 wall design guidelines is the certain answer for question 3, to be crystal cleared. Although the number of seven wall constructions was implemented to simulate and investigate their performances, most of which was important in this research is the methodology and the process of sequencing the phases in advancing a systematic model. It is therefore important to understand that the targeted simulation was carried out to emphasize on the phase sequences and validating the multi factor optimization model (MFOM) since the outcomes are not as important as the proof of the methodology and the developed model. Otherwise, the study could employ much more wall cases for a comprehensive simulation and a deeper research on heat and moisture performances of the walls in a hot and humid climate. The total achievements of this study are in two areas that can be exploited by groups of the experts. The first group includes architects and constructors in order to achieve a codified model and methodology for selecting the optimal wall constructions in a hot and humid climate. The second group includes technology designers, algorithm writers and energy-utilization software designer in building simulation field, using presented methodology to optimize the simulation process to be faster, immediate, and more accurate.
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